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Comment

I was duly flattered by Spencer Dale’s invitation to talk on
Abenomics, but in view of my heterodox views I am also suitably
nervous.

I am not optimistic about Abenomics unless Step 3 involves
a major reform of corporation tax, centring on depreciation allowances.
Judging from recent discussions with members of the Government and
its advisors I fear that the point I am making is not yet on the agenda
for discussion. I may of course be wrong, but it seems reasonable for
me to ask that this should be demonstrated and, without discussion, this
is obviously unlikely. I am therefore grateful to have this opportunity to
state my case.

If I am right and policy does not change, the outlook for
Japan seems to me to be poor. Not immediately I must stress, but over
the next few years.
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Comment

Provided allowance is made for the impact of its
demography, Japan’s economy appears to have been one of the best
performers among G5 countries. Japan’s population of working age (15
to 64) has fallen at 0.5% p.a. over the past 15 years, while that of the
US has risen by 1.1% p.a.
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Comment

As Slide 3 shows, Japan has grown faster than other G5
countries, if allowance is made for demographic change, over the past 5
or 10 years and, even over 15 years, is second only to Germany by a
small margin.
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Comment

Deflation provides a good example of economists’ bad
habits. They habitually seek to apply general models rather than
considering the individual circumstances of different countries at
different times.

An assessment of the potential costs and benefits of
deflation requires analysis of each of these issues applied to the
individual circumstances of Japan.
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Comment

As Slides 6 and 7 show, Japan invests more of its GDP than
other G5 countries, despite its demographic hindrance to growth,
whether investment is measured in total or just in terms of business
spending.
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Comment

As a result Japan invests very inefficiently. Its incremental
capital/output ratio for business investment is between twice to three
times worse than that of other countries. The return on investment is the
product of the capital/output ratio and the profit share. As profit shares
are similar in Japan to those of other G5 countries, Japanese companies
have, as a result, had the worst return on capital.

Lower investment is essential to raising the return on
capital to internationally competitive levels. Seeking to raise investment
is like trying to push water uphill.
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Comment.

Japan’s household savings’ rate has fallen as inflation has
turned to deflation and this is reflected in most of the blips as well as
the trend (Slide 10). The US shows a similar pattern with household
savings seeming to rise rather than fall with deflation (Slide 11).
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